You are cordially Invited to
attend a
Murder Mystery Party…

Hosted by:
You will play the role of:
Date:
Scene of the Crime:

Time:

RSVP:

Now, go to https://yourmysteryparty.com/naughtylist for costume suggestions,
expanded character bios, the game trailer video, and more.
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Invited Guests
MADELINE MCKENNEY

Domestic Engineer, Volunteer

A mother of two girls, Madeline is a housewife who volunteers at the local community theater.
Madeline’s husband is a website designer for big corporations. They have done well thus far and
live in a huge home overlooking the lake.
Madeline is known as a gossip, so be careful about which secrets you share with her.
JON SLEET

President, North Industries

Jon Sleet is the president of North Industries, a multinational conglomerate headquartered in
Christmas Hollow. Its diversified business includes iron and steel, gaming, and custom luxury
furniture.
Jon is currently acquiring many other companies. Some people are thrilled about it, and others are
not. Business is business.
JOYCE BRIERS

Retail Clerk, CBC Pharmacy

A single mother of two boys, Joyce works as a retail clerk at a local pharmacy in Christmas
Hollow. Joyce is obsessed with Christmas lights and always has the best lit house in the
neighborhood.
Joyce is often stressed out and sometimes allows her foul moods to get in the way of her work.
DON DRAPIER

Creative Director, Sterlong & Coop Advertising Agency

A prior fur salesman before it was considered taboo, Don Drapier has hustled his way into a top
advertising agency, Sterlong & Coop, as the creative director. His colleagues all say he’s the best at
pitching ideas to clients. Don hopes to become a partner at the firm.
MICHONNE GRIMES

Public Defense Lawyer

Michonne Grimes is a public defense lawyer for the city of Christmas Hollow. Michonne has
worked on many high-profile cases but always seems to lose them to the prosecutors. As a side,
Michonne is a national fencing champion and Olympic hopeful.
WALTER HEIDELBERG

Pharmaceutical Chemist, Rolling Pharmaceuticals

An Ivy League graduate, Walter Heidelberg is an independent researcher at Rolling
Pharmaceuticals. Walter spent two decades teaching high school chemistry, but later found a love
for the formulation of pharmaceuticals. Walter is currently working on the cure for lung cancer.
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JUNE OSBOURNE

Book Editor, Fangtooth Press

Outspoken, rebellious, and loved by her friends and family, she is a dedicated book editor for
Fangtooth Press. June isn’t happy at work due to intolerant and inflexible executives at the
publishing company. June has been secretly meeting with the board of directors to oust the
dictators in charge. June is the boss of her copyeditor, Dolores Abernethian.
DOLORES ABERNETHIAN

Copyeditor, Fangtooth Press

A cattle rancher’s daughter, Dolores Abernethian works for June Osbourne as a copyeditor at
Fangtooth Press. She and June are working together against the authoritarian top executives of
the publishing house. They are fed up with poor working conditions – long, mostly unpaid,
hours, freezing temperatures inside, and no breaks.
PERRY SEINFELD

Comedian

Usually the voice of reason amongst his quirky set of friends, Perry Seinfeld is a standup comic
who dreams of one day being famous. Perry has traveled from coast to coast pitching his idea for a
reality show, but nobody has taken the bait yet. Perry is a weekend regular headliner at the House
of Slapstick, a local comedy club featuring comics from around the globe.
DANNY TARGARON

Four-Star Army General

Danny Targaron is a ruthless U.S. Army General who recently achieved the status of four-star
officer rank. An orphaned child, Danny’s mother died during childbirth, and Danny’s father was
killed by his head of security in a failed plot to steal his fortune.
MICHAEL SCOTTS

Branch Manager, Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company

Michael Scotts is a branch manager of the Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company.
Michael worked for the paper division until the merger with the canine-focused company. Now,
Michael’s talents are spread thin over two different types of products. Michael is a nightmare for
the human resources department, as he is always doing the wrong thing.
CELESTE WRIGHTMAN

Corporate Lawyer

Exuding pure elegance when she glides into a room, all heads will turn to gaze at this stunning
attorney. Sophisticated and understated, this beauty is always there for a friend in need. Sometimes
indecisive, Celeste leans on her support network for life decisions. Celeste is often in a foul mood
because of her nosy mother-in-law.
DWIGHT CHUTE

Salesman, Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company

Dwight Chute is the top salesman at the Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company. He is a
major kiss up to anyone who could promote him, and the rest of the office cannot wait until the day
he quits or is fired.
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MARGORIE BOUVIER-SIMMERTON

Housewife

Margorie is the doting mother of three children and loving wife of her husband, Homer
Simmerton. A former nuclear technician, Margorie left the rat race to stay at home and raise the
kids. Margorie’s family does not approve of her husband, so she is often found bickering with
her mother and sisters over the phone.
DR. LEO HOFSTATLER

Experimental Physicist, Western Robotics

An Ivy-League graduate who rollerblades to work and dresses up as Star Trek characters at
Cosplay conventions on the weekend, Leo Hofstatler is the quintessential nerd. With a stunning IQ
of 175, Dr. Hofstatler was a child prodigy who started working in laboratories on free-electron
lasers as a teenager. Dr. Leo works at Western Robotics on high-tech robotic soldiers for the
military.
RUTH WILDMAN

Professional Wrestler, GGW

Ruth Wildman was once a struggling actress trying to land a break-out role. A method artist, Ruth will
drive others mad by refusing to break character. Ruth is currently a cast member of the Gorgeous Girls
of Wrestling (GGW). Her altered ego is a British spy named Gun Show Grace in Your Face.
J.R. PRITCHETT

Owner, Pritchett Closets

A father of three kids and owner of a closet design company. He’s the most well-off member of a
huge family. He walks around with a sourpuss look on his face, as he’s likely to have just been
asked for a handout. With a growing disdain of the human race, J.R. gets along best with his dog
Stellar.
ELAINE BENNET

Catalog Editor, K Simon Collection

Elaine Bennet is the best friend of Perry Seinfeld - her ex-boyfriend. They both prefer living the
single life. Elaine is intelligent with a keen sense of humor. She considers herself one of the boys,
as her closest friends are all male. Elaine Bennet is an editor of a men’s catalog called the K. Simon
Collection.
JIMMY HOPPER

Chief of Police, Christmas Hollow

A cynical man who has trouble making connections with real people, this law officer of Christmas
Hollow has serious life management problems. Always last to arrive at the police station and the
first to leave, Chief Hopper rarely works any cases that are thrust upon his desk. For that reason,
many crime syndicates have been formed in the city.
JOAN HOLIDAY

Office Manager, Sterlong & Coop Advertising Agency

Joan Holiday is the bold and sassy office manager at the Sterlong & Coop Advertising Agency.
Joan is currently torn between her fiancé and her career. She wants to apply for an open Vice
President of Operations position at North Industries, but she also wants to settle down and start a
family.
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PAMMY BEASLEY

Receptionist, Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company

A budding artist, Pammy Beasley endures the daily grind of the nine-to-five at the Christmas
Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company. With a boss who never does the right thing and a slew of
colleagues who get under her skin, Pammy does her best to keep a smile on her face.
Pammy is quiet, reserved, and tries to avoid making waves.
Jess pinkmon

Research Scientist, Rolling Pharmaceuticals

Jess Pinkmon is a research scientist at Rolling Pharmaceuticals. Jess works with a team of
dedicated scientists on the cure for lung cancer. Jess reports to his longtime mentor and high school
chemistry teacher who now runs the lab.
Sebastian howie

Producer, GGW

Sebastian Howie is the heir to the Howie Chips empire and is the producer of Gorgeous Girls of Wresting
(GGW). Sebastian worked countless hours and shed many tears to get GGW up and running on the local
cable network.
The cast members are forever in his debt.

RICHARD GRIMES

Police Officer, Christmas Hollow

Richard Grimes was the sheriff from a small town who, after a gunfight with a bank robber, slipped
into a coma for a few years. He recently woke up to find his life had been turned upside down. His
best friend stepped into his job at the station, and his wife had already found a new fiancé. Richard
moved to Christmas Hollow as a police officer in hopes for a fresh start. Richard met his wife
Michonne and married her within two weeks of their first date.
HOMER SIMMERTON

Nuclear Plant Safety Inspector

A family man, Homer Simmerton works at the Christmas Hollow Nuclear Power Plant as a safety
inspector. A bit lazy and childish, Homer isn’t a model employee and often lands himself into hot
water. Alas, he’s kept his job for thirteen years, but he’s down to his final warning. Homer is a
member of a men’s trio and often performs at the local galleria.
GLORY PRITCHETT

Taxi Driver

Glory Pritchett originally hails from a crime-filled village in Columbia. She is superstitious and
believes her family might be under a curse from a village witch that claimed to put a spell upon her
family a century ago. Glory loves to perform puppet shows for anyone willing to watch. Glory
works for Christmas Hollow Cabs.
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Colonel Frederick waters

Colonel, USAF

Frederick Waters is a Colonel of the United States Air Force. Over the last year, he has been
spouting controversial ideologies within many published books about his ideas of a type of bizarre
totalitarian society that he believes would improve the country. His superiors have been keeping a
watchful eye on his behavior lately.
MERRY PALMER

Supply Clerk, Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company

A former boxer, Merry Palmer is a supply clerk at the Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate
Company. Crass and brutally honest, this five-time divorcee has two children and is usually
outfitted with an ankle brace, arm cast, head bandage or other medical appliance, as she is prone to
injury.
Amy fowlman

Neuroscientist, Western Robotics

Dr. Amy Fowlman is a coldly rational scientist who is awkward at social gatherings. Dr. Fowlman
is void of emotion and is a big fan of Larping (Live Action Role-Playing games) – especially when
it’s medieval.
Amy serves as a bio-technician for the neural circuits at Western Robotics. Making robots as human
as possible is the company’s mission.
Bernie lowe

Director of Programming, Western Robotics

Bernie Lowe is the head of the programming division at Western Robotics. Bernie spends long
hours at the production offices of the company and designs humanoid robots that will soon be
released for domestic purposes, such as house cleaning, errand running, child-rearing, and home
repairs.
JIMMY HOWPERT

Salesman, Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company

Jimmy Howpert is a goofy salesman at the Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company.
Jimmy loves to pull pranks on his colleagues. For this reason, he isn’t the most well-loved or respected
at work.
ARI SLARK

Martial Artist. Slark Center for Martial Arts

Ari Slark is the owner and head teacher at the Slark Center for Martial Arts. Ari is an aspiring
UFC fighter, but her business is booming, and all classes have waiting lists. Ari is doing a national
search in hopes of hiring quality teachers for her business so she can have time to pursue her dreams.
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PETER CAMPBELL

Advertising Executive, Sterlong & Coop Advertising Agency

Peter Campbell left his upper-crust family in Manhattan and moved to Christmas Hollow for a
job as an advertising executive, working for Don Drapier at Sterlong & Coop. Peter’s parents did not
approve of his choice of career or place of employment, so they have become estranged over the last
year since he left home.
DARYL DIXMAN

Bounty Hunter

Daryl Dixman works as a skip tracer for a bail bonds company, Get Ya Outta Jail. Daryl’s older
brother raised him, and he was hardly ever home or cared for him. For this reason, Daryl is a cynical
survivalist and prefers to be alone.
NORMA BATEMAN

Owner, Bateman Hotel

Norma Bateman is an emotionally complex single mother who is utterly devoted to her son. She
has recently moved to Christmas Hollow and purchased a motel on the outskirts of town. Rumors have
it that Norma might have had something to do with her late husband’s murder.
PHIL JENNINGS

Travel Agent, Jennings Vacations

Phil Jennings is a Russian travel agent who lives with his wife and two children. Phil grew up on
a farm and delivered milk with his father every morning before school. Phil knows the value of hard
work and what it is like to live meagerly. Phil moved to Christmas Hollow for the American dream.
ANGELA CHUTE

Head of Accounting, Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog Crate Company

Angela Chute is the head of the accounting department at the Christmas Hollow Paper and Dog
Crate Company. Angela is cold, condescending, judgmental, and uptight. She is a negative force in the
office and frowns upon frivolous activities.
GEORGE CASTANZO

Real Estate Agent

George is the best pal of Perry Seinfeld and Elaine Bennet. A self-loathing, overanxious man, he
is controlled by his parents and predisposed to episodes of selfishness that arise at the most inopportune
times. George refers to himself in the third person at times, and this drives his friends crazy. His
professional life is unstable, as George cannot seem to hold a job down for any length of time.
PHOEBE BUFFET

Massage Therapist, Phalange Parlor

A former petty thief, Phoebe has traveled the world and settled down in Christmas Hollow.
Phoebe works at the Phalange Parlor, the most exclusive spa in the city that has a six-month waiting
list for appointments. Phoebe is an aspiring musician, but nobody has the heart to tell her how dreadful
her music sounds.
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ELLIOT ANDERSON

Cyber-Security Engineer, U.S. Government

An introverted computer programmer, Elliot Anderson works as a cyber-security engineer for
the U.S. government. Elliot is a member of a national paintball team called the F-Circle. He spends all
of his free time at the paintball fields. Many people say this club is a front for a more serious group of
night avengers.
CLAUDIA ZOTOV

Travel Agent, Jennings Vacations

Claudia is a former Russian Foreign Intelligence Service officer who now works as a travel
agent. Claudia is a great cook and has befriended many people in the city by hosting lavish dinner
parties.
DEXTER MORMAN

Forensic Blood Analyst

Dexter Morman works for the Christmas Hollow Police Department in the crime lab. Dexter
specializes in blood splatter analysis. The city’s crime rate has plummeted lately, so Dexter has been
playing a lot of solitaire at the lab.
LORY GILMORE

Hotel Housekeeper, Christmas Hollow Bed & Breakfast

Lory Gilmore is a young single mother of a teenage daughter. Lory was brought up wealthy but
had an estranged relationship with her parents after running away from home as a teenager. Lory
requested that her parents pay for a down payment for a home, but they demanded in return that she
have weekly visits. She accepted. Lory works as a maid at the Christmas Hollow Bed & Breakfast.
TYRION LANSTER

Vice President, Iron Gurus

Tyrion Lanster is the Vice President of Iron Gurus, a custom, luxury furniture division of North
Industries. Witty, intelligent, and well-read, Tyrion has a skill for business negotiations.
RACHEL GREENE

Waitress, Java the Hut

Rachel recently became a runaway bride and moved to Christmas Hollow with her best friend.
She had second thoughts of marrying her high school sweetheart and opted for a change of scenery.
Rachel grew up affluent, but after fleeing the wedding her parents paid over 75K for, she had to get a
job as a waitress at a coffee shop, Java the Hut, to make ends meet.
STEWARD GRIFFIN

Robotics Engineer, Western Robotics

Hailing from England, Steward Griffin is a sophisticated scientist who mastered the fields of
physics and mechanical engineering as a middle-school student. A child prodigy, Steward landed a job
at Western Robotics as a robotic engineer.
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ANTONIO SOPRANOS

Owner, Sopranos Pork Emporium

Rumored to be affiliated with the Christmas Hollow Underground Crime Faction, Antonio
Sopranos is not one to double-cross. Antonio owns a local butcher shop, Sopranos Pork Emporium, but
everyone knows that the business is a front for money laundering.
BUFFY SUMMER

Bounty Hunter

A former high school cheerleader, Buffy Summer is a notable bounty hunter-for-hire. A
freelancer, Buffy is called upon nationwide when bail bondsmen are unable to find their man.
DANA SULLY

FBI Agent, Forensic Pathologist

Working out of a cramped basement at the FBI satellite office in Christmas Hollow, Dana is
assigned to investigate unsolved cases called the Z-Files. A former surgeon, Dana uses her medical
knowledge to help solve near-impossible cases.
PEGGY BUNDIE

Etsy Shop Owner, Cheetah Galore

Peggy Bundie is a sluggish housewife of a shoe salesman. Peggy has expensive tastes and often
makes lavish purchases that her husband must pay off on his credit cards. Peggy refuses to cook, clean,
or take their two kids to school, but other than that – she’s a great wife and mother. Peggy started an
Etsy shop, but to date hasn’t made one sale.
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